Bronchial hyperresponsiveness and the development of asthma and COPD in asymptomatic individuals: SAPALDIA Cohort Study
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Background: Bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) is a common feature of asthma. However, BHR is also present in asymptomatic individuals and its clinical and prognostic significance is unclear. We hypothesised that BHR might play a role in the development of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) as well as asthma.

Methods: In 1991 respiratory symptoms and BHR to methacholine were evaluated in 7126 of the 9651 participants in the SAPALDIA cohort study. Eleven years later 5825 of these participants were re-evaluated, of whom 4852 performed spirometric tests. COPD was defined as an FEV1/FVC ratio of <0.70.

Results: In 1991 17% of participants had BHR, of whom 51% were asymptomatic. Eleven years later the prevalence of asthma, wheeze, and shortness of breath in formerly asymptomatic subjects with or without BHR were, respectively, 5.7% vs 2.0%, 8.3% vs 3.4%, and 19.1% vs 11.9% (all p<0.001). Similar differences were observed for chronic cough (5.9% vs 2.3%; p=0.002) and COPD (37.9% vs 14.3%; p<0.001). BHR conferred an adjusted odds ratio (OR) of 2.9 (95% CI 1.8 to 4.5) for wheezing at follow up among asymptomatic participants. The adjusted OR for COPD was 4.5 (95% CI 3.3 to 6.0). Silent BHR was associated with a significantly accelerated decline in FEV1 by 12 (5-18), 11 (5-16), and 4 (2-8) ml/year in current smokers, former smokers and never smokers, respectively, at SAPALDIA 2.

Conclusions: BHR is a risk factor for an accelerated decline in FEV1 and the development of asthma and COPD, irrespective of atopic status. Current smokers with BHR have a particularly high loss of FEV1.

Bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) is a common finding in asthma and has also been observed in patients with chronic obstructive airways disease (COPD). Cross sectional studies have found significant associations between BHR and respiratory symptoms, including wheezing, cough and shortness of breath. Population based studies, including the first cross sectional Swiss study on Air Pollution and Lung Diseases in Adults (SAPALDIA), suggest that 11–20% of individuals have BHR. However, a significant proportion of individuals with BHR do not suffer from respiratory symptoms, asthma or other obstructive airways diseases. It is thought that the proportion of asymptomatic individuals with BHR ranges from 19% to 62% in the general population. Thus, many subjects with BHR are asymptomatic or “silent”. Although the presence of BHR has been positively associated with the development of respiratory symptoms and negatively associated with symptom remission in a longitudinal study of 2684 adults, the relevance and long term impact of BHR in the absence of symptoms has not been fully elucidated.

Prevailing current opinion is that classical asthma is characterised by two main features that occur together: (allergic) inflammation with airway thickening and mucus formation, and airway smooth muscle dysfunction with BHR. BHR or airway inflammation alone are probably not sufficient to cause asthma, but might be independent risk factors for the development of symptomatic airway dysfunction. Indeed, there is good evidence that allergic sensitisation is a risk factor for the development of asthma. In a relatively small study of 194 adults, Segala et al found that BHR to methacholine was a predictor of wheezing in a 5 year follow up study, independent of atopic status. In asthmatics, prolonged treatment with inhaled or systemic corticosteroids can reduce BHR but often does not alleviate it. Thus, although often associated with airway inflammation, it has not yet clear whether BHR is truly an independent risk factor for the development of asthma.

Even less is known about the association between BHR and COPD. The probability of a decline of 20% or more in FEV1 in response to a provoking concentration of <3000 µmol inhaled methacholine is partially dependent on baseline lung function, which must be addressed in studying the relation between BHR and COPD. However, apart from its role in the modern dual feature asthma hypothesis, BHR could also be a risk factor for the development and progression of COPD, particularly in situations where BHR occurs alongside a non-allergic, typically cigarette smoke induced airway inflammation. The potential interaction between smoking and BHR was documented in the Lung Health Study, a 5 year randomised prospective clinical study of 4201 patients with mild COPD. The study showed that BHR improved after smoking cessation. Similarly, the European Community Respiratory Health Survey, a large epidemiological study of random population samples of 22 European regions, found that smoking was a risk factor for an increase in BHR over time in 3993 participants. On the other hand, the Normative Aging Study, which studied 435 men and excluded those with...
with symptoms, found no relation between change in BHR over 3 years and smoking status. In a study of bronchial biopsy specimens, Willemse et al. found that bronchial inflammation was similar in current smokers with COPD and asymptomatic smokers but lower in non-smoking patients with COPD. The authors concluded that the inflammatory effects of current smoking may mask the underlying ongoing inflammatory process pertinent to COPD. Thus, smoking could play the role of a non-specific "amplifier".

The current population based longitudinal survey investigates the relevance of BHR in asymptomatic adults with respect to a range of prospective clinical outcomes. We hypothesised that asymptomatic BHR in 1991 is a risk factor for the development of respiratory symptoms, and a risk factor for asthma and COPD 11 years later.

METHODS
Study design and population
The methodology and selection of the participants of the SAPALDIA prospective cohort study have been described in detail elsewhere. The population was a random sample (18–60 years) recruited from eight areas of Switzerland using population registries in 1990. Health examinations were conducted for SAPALDIA 1 in 1991. The second round of health examinations in 2002 (SAPALDIA 2) included identical protocols to those in the first survey. Of the 9651 participants in 1991, 7126 had a methacholine challenge. Subjects were included in the present analysis if spirometric and questionnaire data were available from both surveys (n = 5825). Of these, 4852 performed spirometric tests at both surveys.

Ethical approval for the study was given by the central ethics committee of the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences and the Cantonal ethics committees for each of the eight examination centres.

Respiratory symptoms, phenotype definitions, and smoking habits
Information about respiratory symptoms, smoking habits, and other risk factors was gathered through an interview administered questionnaire based on the European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECRHS) questionnaire. Symptoms examined were "wheeze without cold in the last 12 months", "shortness of breath when hurrying on level ground or walking up a slight hill", "chronic cough—cough during the day or night on most days for as much as 3 months each year for more than 2 years", and "chronic phlegm—phlegm during the day or night on most days for as much as 3 months each year for more than 2 years". Asymptomatics were defined as participants without wheeze, shortness of breath, chronic cough, chronic phlegm, or physician-diagnosed asthma at SAPALDIA 1. Participants with a forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) ratio of <0.70 without a physician's diagnosis of asthma were classified as having evidence of COPD. Asthma was defined as physician-diagnosed asthma. Smokers were participants who had smoked ≥20 packs of cigarettes or ≥360 g of tobacco in their lifetime. Former smokers were smokers who had quit smoking at least 1 month before examination in 2002. Current smokers were participants who reported active smoking at the interview in 2002. The cigarette exposure of participants was assessed by pack-years. Participants were asked not to smoke in the hour before the examination and recent exposure to smoking was validated by the measurement of carbon monoxide (CO) concentration in exhaled air using an EC50 Micro-Smokerlizer.

Assessment of pulmonary function, bronchial responsiveness, and atopy
The same spirometers (SensorMedics 2200 SP Yorba Linda, USA) were used in 1991 and in 2002. The protocol for the measurement of lung volumes and flows was identical to that in the ECRHS and complied with American Thoracic Society recommendations. Participants were requested not to use short acting inhalers 4 hours and long acting inhalers 8 hours before the examination appointment.

Participants able to produce technically satisfactory spirometric values and who satisfied health inclusion criteria were invited to undergo a bronchial challenge. Non-specific bronchial responsiveness was assessed by bronchial challenge with methacholine chloride administered by MEFAR aerosol dosimeters. The challenge schedule started with an inhalation of saline followed by increasing concentrations of methacholine up to a cumulative dose of 8.37 µmol. The test was stopped when either the maximum cumulative dose had been reached or FEV1 had fallen by 20% or more. BHR to methacholine was defined as a fall of 20% or more in FEV1 compared with the highest FEV1 value measured during the test in response to inhalation of methacholine to the maximum dose, and the degree of bronchial reactivity was measured by calculating a dose-response slope. The slope was defined as the ratio between the percentage decline in FEV1 and the total cumulative dose administered. Since the distribution of the slopes was skewed, data were transformed using natural logarithms before analysis. A small constant (0.01) was added before transformation in order not to lose observations with zero slope.

Skin prick tests were conducted in 1991 in accordance with the ECRHS allerg testing protocol and included testing sensitisation to house dust mite (Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus), cat, dog, fungi (Cladosporium and Alternaria spp), timothy grass, birch and parietaria pollen. Participants were classified as atopic if they developed a skin wheal to one or more of the allergens with a mean diameter exceeding the negative control wheal by at least 3 mm.

Statistical analysis
Univariate and bivariate analyses were conducted initially to provide descriptive statistics. Logistic regression was used to model relations between the presence and absence of BHR in asymptomatic subjects in 1991 and new symptoms at follow up in 2002 while adjusting for potential confounders. Factors tested as potential confounders included age, sex, atopy, smoking status, back years, FVC at baseline, height, body mass index at baseline, change in weight, level of education, exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), exposure to dust and fumes at work and study area. FVC was included as a proxy for lung size and airway calibre. In addition, effect modification of the relation between BHR and new symptoms by sex, atopy, and smoking status (current, former or never smoker at SAPALDIA 2) were investigated. The relation between responsiveness to methacholine and symptoms and COPD 11 years later was also examined with responsiveness measured by the continuous variable "slope". Potential non-linearities in the associations between methacholine slope at SAPALDIA 1 and outcomes at SAPALDIA 2 were tested by adding the square and the cube of slope as covariates. Percentage risks of new symptoms or COPD at follow up associated with the presence or absence of BHR were estimated from the logistic regression models upon adjusting covariates to their population means.

The effect of BHR at baseline on change in FEV1 was modelled by linear regression adjusting for the relevant confounders listed above and for baseline FEV1. Analyses were conducted using Stata Special Edition release 8.2 (Stata Corporation, Texas, USA). p values of <0.05 and <0.1 were
interpreted as statistically significant for main and interaction effects, respectively.

RESULTS

Population characteristics

Of the initial 9651 participants in SAPALDIA 1, 7126 underwent a methacholine challenge. Reasons for lack of a challenge included technically poor baseline spirometry, refusal, exclusions on the basis of health criteria including heart disease, epilepsy, pregnancy, lactation, and use of β blockers, and 135 (1.4%) participants were excluded because of a baseline FEV₁ < 70% predicted or < 1.5 l. Of the 7126 participants with a valid bronchial challenge test in 1991, 5825 were re-evaluated in 2002 and are included in the current analyses. Of these, 4852 performed spirometric tests and 3931 were asymptomatic at SAPALDIA 1. A total of 222 participants were excluded from the multivariate analyses because of inconsistent information about smoking habits between surveys or exhaled carbon monoxide concentrations of more than 10 ppb, despite claiming to be a never or former smoker.

Non-participants in the second evaluation in 2002 (n = 1301) were compared with the participants in both evaluations (table 1). Slightly more men, smokers, persons with low educational background, with professional exposure to fumes and dust, and more individuals with respiratory symptoms were non-participants in the follow up evaluation.

Demographic characteristics, respiratory symptoms, and lung function measured in 1991 in participants without BHR compared with hyperreactive symptomatic or asymptomatic persons are shown in table 2. In 1991, 970/5825 (17%) subjects had BHR, of which 492/970 (51%) were

*Percentage decrease in FEV₁ from its maximum level per μmol methacholine.

**COPD was defined as FEV₁/FVC < 0.70 and no physician’s diagnosis of asthma at either survey.

†Percentage decline in FEV₁ per μmol methacholine relative to maximum FEV₁.
Longitudinal results and multivariate analyses

Longitudinal results are given in table 3. Reported new symptoms at SAPALDIA 2 in previously asymptomatic participants with and without BHR are compared. Participants with BHR were at greater risk of developing respiratory symptoms and asthma, as well as COPD.

The results of multivariate logistic regression analysis are presented in table 4 and fig 1. Participants diagnosed with asthma between 1991 and 2002 were excluded from analyses for chronic cough, phlegm, and COPD, allowing us to focus on the role of BHR in the onset of those conditions. Silent BHR conferred an increased risk of newly diagnosed asthma, new symptoms of wheeze, chronic cough, and COPD 11 years later. Excluding subjects with COPD in 1991 reduced the association between the presence of BHR and COPD in 2002 slightly, but a significant association remained (adjusted OR 4.0, 95% CI 2.9 to 5.6, p < 0.001). There was no relation with new reports of chronic phlegm. Despite the differences observed in the prevalence of BHR between sexes at SAPALDIA 1, there was no evidence of interaction by sex in the effect of BHR on symptoms. However, there is some evidence for sex differences in the association between the presence of BHR and the risk of COPD (p = 0.087), with slightly lower risks in women (OR 4.1 (95% CI 2.8 to 6.1)) than in men (OR 5.4 (95% CI 3.4 to 8.5)).

The associations between responsiveness and the clinical phenotypes persisted when responsiveness was quantified by slope. There were highly significant non-linear relations between methacholine slope and new wheeze, physician-diagnosed asthma, and COPD (all p < 0.01), whereas new symptoms of cough, phlegm, or shortness of breath were not associated with the degree of bronchial responsiveness. There was a non-linear relation between methacholine slope at SAPALDIA 1 and change in FEV1/FVC over the follow up period in men and a linear relation in women (p < 0.001 for differences between men and women).

Silent BHR and decline in FEV1

In asymptomatic individuals, BHR was associated with an accelerated decline in FEV1. Our linear regression analyses adjusting for potential confounders (from baseline assessment: FEV1, age, age squared, height; change between surveys: weight; from the follow up assessment: exposure to environmental tobacco smoke and exposure to dust and fumes at work) showed that this effect was significantly modified by smoking status (p = 0.02), but not by sex (p = 0.17). Silent BHR was associated with an additional decline in FEV1 by 12 (5–18) ml/year (p = 0.038), 11 (5–16) ml/year (p < 0.001), and 4 (2–8) ml/year (p < 0.001) in current smokers, former smokers, and never smokers, respectively, at SAPALDIA 2 compared with asymptomatic participants without BHR. Figure 2 shows the relationship of the observed annual loss of FEV1 as a function of the methacholine response slope. Although the variability in the observed change in FEV1 over time is significant, the modelled adjusted mean follows the same lines—current and former smokers with BHR have a greater loss in FEV1 than lifelong non-smokers.

DISCUSSION

This prospective population based study confirms that BHR is associated with the development of respiratory symptoms, asthma, and COPD. Active smoking in individuals with BHR conferred a synergistic detrimental effect on the loss of lung function. The effects were observed in a population defined as asymptomatic at baseline.

Interpretation of our results warrants careful consideration. Some selection bias cannot be excluded since participation in the bronchial challenge required fulfillment of health criteria as well as satisfactory spirometry. Non-participants in the follow up survey who had a challenge at baseline were significantly more likely to be smokers, symptomatic, and of

Table 3 New reports of respiratory symptoms and prevalence of COPD at SAPALDIA 2 in formerly asymptomatic participants with and without BHR at SAPALDIA 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms developed between surveys</th>
<th>Asymptomatic at baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No BHR (n=3439)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician-diagnosed asthma (%)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeze in last 12 months without cold (%)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortness of breath while walking (%)</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic cough (%)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic phlegm (%)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD* (%)</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*COPD was defined as FEV1/FVC < 0.70 and no physician’s diagnosis of asthma.

Figure 1 Adjusted risk for subsequent respiratory symptoms, asthma and COPD among subjects who were symptom-free at baseline according to the presence or absence of BHR. Estimates are derived from a logistic regression model upon adjusting covariates listed in the footnote to table 4 to their mean values. Participants diagnosed with asthma between 1991 and 2002 were excluded from the analysis of chronic cough, chronic phlegm, chronic bronchitis, and COPD.
lower educational background, although they were similar to participants in terms of lung function characteristics.

The definitions of asthma and COPD are controversial, especially in the context of epidemiological studies. In order to address the problems of misclassification in reports of new symptoms, we used a rather sensitive definition for asymptomatic (absence of all symptoms) at baseline to exclude as many participants as possible with undetected but existing respiratory symptoms. On the other hand, we used more specific definitions of symptoms at follow up which should have minimised false positive reports of new symptoms.

In addition, we found significant dose-response relations between new symptoms and BHR as a continuous variable. The coherence of our findings strongly supports the importance of BHR as a risk factor for the development of asthma as well as COPD, and argues against misclassification explaining the results. An additional potential limitation to the study is the fact that we did not measure post-bronchodilator lung function. As a consequence, our definition of COPD may be somewhat imprecise because we may have underestimated lung volumes in participants with reversible airflow obstruction. However, we have tried to address this possible bias by excluding all individuals with physician-diagnosed asthma.

BHR at baseline was associated with an increased risk of COPD (defined as FEV1/FVC < 0.70) at follow up. This observation confirms the finding of a longitudinal Dutch study which found a positive association between BHR and the development of respiratory symptoms, and a negative association with the resolution of such symptoms. However, in their study subjects with asthma were not systematically excluded from the primary analyses. In order to reduce the risk of contamination between asthmatic and COPD phenotypes, we excluded subjects with physician-diagnosed asthma when assessing BHR as a predictor for COPD. In the multivariate analyses we also adjusted for FVC, since responsiveness is affected by lung size and airway calibre.

Since individuals with BHR at baseline had an increased risk for COPD at follow up, BHR may precede the development of COPD and not be just a consequence of it. The highest annual losses of FEV1 were observed in current smokers with BHR, which suggests that BHR is not only an independent risk factor for the development of COPD but also increases the detrimental effect of cigarette smoking.

Interestingly, the same holds true for asthma: BHR is an independent risk factor for the development of asthma. There is good evidence of an interaction between BHR and airway inflammation derived from cross sectional and longitudinal studies as well as from pharmacological intervention trials. The prevalence of atopy was higher in subjects with BHR at baseline, especially when symptomatic. However, in our adult study population aged 30–72 years, there was no evidence of a modification of the effect of BHR by atopy. It could be that atopy plays a more important role in the development of respiratory disease in younger adults and children than later in life.27

The common mechanism triggering the interaction between BHR and either the (atopic) inflammation leading to asthma or the smoke induced inflammation leading to COPD remains speculative. The abnormal airflow resulting from BHR might alter the deposition profile of both allergen and cigarette smoke derived particles in the central and peripheral airways. Indeed, Kohlhaüfl et al. found that...
women with BHR have increased deposition of fine particles compared with women without BHR, independent of their smoking habits. As a result of an increased exposure to allergen derived particles, sensitisation to airborne allergens would be more likely. Different studies have shown a dose-response relation between allergen exposure and sensitisation rates. In addition, once sensitised, the ongoing increased exposure fuels atopic airway inflammation. Similarly, increased airway deposition of cigarette smoke derived particles could increase local toxicity and gradually worsen airway inflammation and dysfunction. There is evidence that, even in individuals with asymptomatic BHR, there are signs of active inflammation. The dose-response relation between the quantity of cigarettes smoked and BHR, airway inflammation, and the risk for COPD are well known and overtly visible in daily clinical practice. In fact, an altered deposition profile would render subjects with BHR more vulnerable to any sort of particulate inhalation irritants. Further investigations are needed to analyse whether subjects with BHR are more vulnerable to air pollutants in general.

Women had a 20% higher prevalence of BHR at baseline, which is in line with the findings of the ECRHS study. There was no evidence in this population sample of a sex difference in the effect of BHR on the development of symptoms 11 years later. However, there were some differences in the effect of BHR on decline in FEV1/FVC between men and women, with slightly stronger effects observed in men. In conclusion, BHR is a risk factor for the development of respiratory symptoms, asthma and COPD, and is associated with an increased annual loss of FEV1. Particularly at risk for COPD are active smokers with BHR. The combination of BHR and smoking confers a detrimental synergistic effect on the decline in FEV1. Further studies are needed to elucidate the exact pathogenesis underlying this phenomenon.
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When should we use inhaled steroids in ‘asthmatic’ infants?

It is unclear when to treat wheezy infants with inhaled corticosteroids. In this single centre, prospective, double blind, randomised, placebo controlled trial, the authors hypothesised that the development of asthma in infants is precipitated by episodes of wheezing during early life. Furthermore, treatment with inhaled corticosteroids early in life would prevent the establishment of asthma as defined by persistent wheezing.

One month old infants born to mothers with a history of asthma were recruited. If the infants developed an episode of wheezing lasting more than 3 days they were randomised to receive either inhaled budesonide (400 µg/day) or placebo for 2 weeks. The primary end point was the number of symptom-free days, with a secondary end point being the development of persistent wheezing. Follow up was for 3 years.

Of 411 infants enrolled, 294 were randomised (149 to budesonide and 145 to placebo). There was no difference in the number of symptom-free days between the groups (83% budesonide v 82% placebo, absolute difference 1%, 95% CI −4.8 to 6.9), and similar numbers of infants had to discontinue the study because of persistent wheezing (24% budesonide v 21% placebo, hazard ratio 1.22, 95% CI 0.71 to 2.13). The mean duration of a wheezing episode was identical in both groups (10 days) and symptoms were likewise similar.

The authors conclude that the early use of intermittent inhaled corticosteroids does not reduce progression to persistent wheezing (or asthma) and, moreover, does not lead to any short term improvement in episodes of wheezing. Therefore, with current evidence, the use of this treatment strategy cannot be recommended. However, an accompanying editorial emphasises that it is not possible to exclude a beneficial effect in a smaller subgroup, and the lack of effect on symptom duration may reflect the introduction of steroids after 3 days of illness.
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